
US Space Plane Orbits Earth For 900 Consecutive Days With Mysterious
Payloads

Description

USA: U.S. Space Force’s robotic X-37B space plane keeps extending its flight-duration record, 
orbiting around the Earth for 900 days, according to Space.com. 

The reusable space plane designed and built by Boeing is flying its sixth mission, known as Orbital
Test Vehicle-6 or OTV-6, which was initially launched from Cape Canaveral Space Force Station in
Florida on May 17, 2020. It remains unclear when the top-secret mission will end.

On Jul. 7, Boeing Space tweeted the X-37 “has set another endurance record — as it has on every
mission since it first launched in 2010.”
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Many of OTV-6’s experiments and activities are classified. But some experimental payloads have been
made public, such as the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory’s Photovoltaic Radio-frequency Antenna
Module, a small device that converts solar power into radio frequency microwave energy.

Space.com expands more on the non-classified experiments and technologies being tested:

“Technologies being tested in the X-37B program include advanced guidance, navigation 
and control, thermal protection systems, avionics, high temperature structures and seals, 
conformal reusable insulation, lightweight electromechanical flight systems, advanced 
propulsion systems, advanced materials and autonomous orbital flight, re-entry and 
landing.”

The X-37B is similar to the retired space shuttle, although the space plane is a fraction of the size,
coming in at 29 feet in length and 9.5 feet high, with a wingspan of 15 feet.
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Boeing boasts the X-37B as “one of the world’s newest and most advanced re-entry spacecraft.” It can
operate anywhere from 150 to 500 miles in altitudes and de-orbit with landing capabilities.

“While there are rumors or theories that the X-37B might be a testbed for orbital weapons or could be
used to capture adversary satellites, experts doubt these claims, arguing that the plane is far too small
and not maneuverable enough to be used for these roles,” Space.com said.

It’s anybody’s guess when the top-secret space plane will return to Earth. Here’s a list of the previous
flights:

OTV-1: launched on Apr. 22, 2010 and landed on Dec. 3, 2010, spending over 224 days in orbit.
OTV-2: launched on Mar. 5, 2011 and landed on Jun. 16, 2012, spending over 468 days in orbit.
OTV-3: launched on Dec. 11, 2012 and landed on Oct. 17, 2014, spending over 674 days in orbit.
OTV-4: launched on May 20, 2015 and landed on May 7, 2015, spending nearly 718 days in orbit.
OTV-5: launched on Sept. 7, 2017 and landed on Oct. 27, 2019, spending nearly 780 days in 
orbit.

Meanwhile, Space Force detected last week that China’s secretive reusable spaceplane released a
mystery object in orbit.
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